Abstract-The field of brain computer interference has grown rapidly with the purpose of reading a human's mind, generating a certain output, controlling objects with this output and having an automated understanding of human reactions and responses to the surrounding environment. Electroencephalography (EEG) may provide an insight into human behavior and attention. There is a huge need in different fields, e.g. psychology and medical, for an automated approach that helps the psychologist in dealing with the massive amount of data in a sensible period. This research study proposes an approach to extract some features from infant EEG signals and evaluate the effect of the bad or good EEG channels on different EEG segments. The achieved work will provide an insight about the employment of the most suitable features to represent the EEG data. The acquired infant EEG data will be deployed to build an objectively evaluated framework that has the ability to provide an automated understanding of the infants' behavior, underpin the infant specialists in analyzing the infant attentions for stimuli within different environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electroencephalography (EEG) is the procedure of acquiring the electrical activities from the human brain using different number of electrodes; the number varies based on the required level of information, placed on the scalp. The signals acquired from human brain are classified based on the frequency as follows: delta less than 4Hz, theta 4-7Hz, alpha 8-13Hz, beta 14-30Hz and gamma above 30 Hz [1] . Figure 1 shows a sample of these EEG waves.
Human behaviors can be visualized in terms of different states such as motor and sensory states; eyes movement, lips movement, hand movement etc. Both states have relation with particular signal frequency that helps in understanding the functional behavior of human brain. Figure 2 illustrates the main lobes areas in human brain including the frontal, temporal, parietal and occipital [1, 2] . The frontal lobe of human brain controls the personality, emotions, attention judgment and concentration; hence, this lobe is important part of the proposed research study. It was suggested that the occipital and parietal regions of brain are having the most significant band power changes during cognitive tasks.
EEG can be used to understand functional and cognitive behavior of human brain and to diagnose diseases like epilepsy, sleep disorders, coma, encephalopathies and brain death. The studies in [3, 4] had an inspiring influence to use EEG signals for cognitive behavior, in particular the focus on the band power spectrum fluctuation. As the band, power spectrum fluctuation can be related to the alertness. The whole frequency spectrum can be also used to estimate the alertness. The focus was based on auditory response, then analyzing the required time to press the response button. This might be good indicator, however in laboratory environment person will tend to be focused and press the button as fast as possible. The results of this study showed that there is monotonic relationship between minute-scale changes in performance and the EEG spectrum. The research study [5] shows that epileptiform discharges in the EEG are an important component in diagnosis of epilepsy. It is not that easy to detect epilepsy and conventional frequency analysis is not always successful, therefore a new method using wavelet transform to represent signal in frequency domain and neural networks and logic regression were used for the classification purposes.
EEG data were used in a research study [6] to measure attention during controlled movements. This work measured the cortical activity through the amplitude and latency of potentials related to externally cue auditory events. The data was acquired in in three different conditions: sitting, cycling and walking. In another research study, eye-movement data were used to draw a conclusion about the attention [7] . In another research work [8] , the behavior was recognized based on the analysis of video dataset, but this data was again only one-dimensional and the use of a richer dataset from multiple sources would have enhanced the recognition process. Therefore, the employment of EEG data can provide a significant improvement in analyzing the behavior and the attention.
From the experiment point of view, EEG bad channels have distributions of potential values that are further away from a Gaussian distribution than other scalp channels. Some bad channels appear either completely off or totally flat compared with the other surrounding channels, some others are more difficult to identify. The motivation of this work is to build a complete system, which has the ability to address the research question of whether infant can detect a change in a stream of sounds when frequently presented standard changes to deviant. The response to this change, called mismatch response, was previously suggested to be a predictor of further language development so the ultimate purpose of the study is to correlate this response with the follow up language assessment. Therefore, it is important to investigate a suitable range of features that can represent the EEG effectively.
This research will involve a series of experiments, which are conducted to measure the levels of distraction to the infants while exposed frequently to some sounds. The novelty aspect of this work is the investigation of the most appropriate features that can represent EEG data. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the EEG data acquisition. While Section 3 presents the results and discussion. Finally Section IV present the conclusions and future work. 
II. METHODS AND DATA ACQUISITION
The EEG signals have been acquired using 128 electrodes that represent 128 channels. The location and numbers of all channels are illustrated in Figure 3 . The acquired raw data went through the first step of analysis, which is filtering the raw data with 0.1-30Hz band pass. In the second step; the generated file is segmented to segments containing 100 ms before stimulus presentation and 1000 ms after according to the category, either "standard" -frequent, repetitive stimulus or "deviant" -infrequently presented different sound. Afterwards, artifact detection is performed and another file is produced containing the information about artifact detection and noise removal. Finally, the data baseline is corrected in relation to 100 ms before stimulus onset. All the segments are gathered based on the category; 273 standards and 70 deviants, in a text format. This format corresponds to channels in columns from 1 to 128 and 129 is vertex (CZ) and rows correspond to time points, the signal is sampled and extracted each 2 millisecond which makes 550 points/rows.
Initially 128 channels have been acquired from the participant, with channels 125-128 recording eye movements. The age of the infants was between 5 and 7 months. Therefore, the last four channels were not considered in the extraction procedure of the features [9] [10] [11] .
The infant was tested with two different sounds; the repeated standard and infrequently presented deviant. It was aimed to explore whether the infant can detect a change in a stream of sounds when frequently presented standard changes to deviant or not. Previously, it was suggested that the response to this change, called mismatch response, is a predictor of further language development and associations between this response and follow up language assessment were found. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The acquired EEG data is preprocessed as described in the previous section. The following four channels 125, 126, 127 and 128 have been removed, as it is a common practice in the EEG infant research to remove them due to their noisy high values.
The EEG was recorded in response to standards (repeated tones) and infrequently presented different tones (deviants). Following the recording, the data was off-line filtered with a band pass 0.1-30 HZ filter, segmented into epochs time-locked to stimulus onset and called correspondingly standards and deviants.
The artifact rejection has been applied marking segment bad if it had more than 30 bad channels and marking channel bad if it had voltage above 200 mkv. The channel was marked bad in the whole recording if it had voltage above 200 mkv in more than 30% of recording. Following this, the bad channel replacement tool has been applied, which is interpolation of the average voltage of surround channels to the one that was marked bad. Further recording has been re-referenced to the average reverence of all channels and baseline corrected (for the baseline was taken recording 100 ms prior the stimulus onset).
To validate the previously mentioned information, the following statistical features are extracted from each segment independently and from the data as a whole. These features include: mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis and energy [12] . The mean of the sampled signal S is calculated as follows:
where Si is the i th sample, N the number of the scalar observations. The standard deviation can be calculated as follows for the sampled signal S:
The skewness is the measurement of the symmetricity of the data within the sample mean. When the skewness value is zero it has a perfect symmetric distribution. The skewness can be expressed as:
where is the mean, is the standard deviation of S. The kurtosis is introduced as a measure for the peakedness of the data probability distribution. It is the measurement of how outlier-prone a distribution is. For a normal distribution, the value of kurtosis is three. The kurtosis of a distribution is calculated as:
where μ is the mean of S and σ is the standard deviation of S, and E(t) denotes the expected value of the quality t, computes a sample version of the population value [13] . Finally the energy of the S is:
All the 273 standards and 70 deviants data files have been processed. It was noted that the extracted high mean values are associated with the bad channels and the lower values are with the good channels. The minimum mean value among the 124 channels is 0.024163, while the maximum value is 6.865666. Figure 4 illustrates the extracted averaged mean for all the 124 EEG channels in all the segments. The minimum standard deviation value among the 124 channels is 9.992623, while the maximum value is 46.05602. The extracted averaged standard deviation values for all the 124 EEG channels of all the segments are presented in Figure 5 . The minimum skewness value among the 124 channels is 0.000245, while the maximum value is 0.159779. This means that this data has a good symmetricity, as the skewness is the measurement of the symmetricity of the data; the good channels have a low skewness value. Figure 6 illustrates the extracted skewness values for all the 124 EEG channels in all the processed segments. The minimum kurtosis value among the 124 channels is 2.363824, while the maximum value is 2.988948. The value of the kurtosis is close to three, as the value of kurtosis equal to three refers to a normal distribution of the data. The extracted averaged kurtosis values for all the 124 EEG channels in all the segments are illustrated in Figure 7 . Finally, the minimum energy value among the 124 channels is 139430.7, while the maximum value is 2178598; the good channels have a low energy value as well due to the relation with the mean and energy. Figure 8 illustrates the extracted mean for all the 124 EEG channels in all segments. The 273 standard segments and the 70 deviants have been analyzed and compared based on the extracted features to figure out and confirm the relation between these segments. This relation will help building a full analysis system that has the ability to predict whether the infants can detect a change in a stream of sounds when frequently presented standard changes to deviant. Table I shows the segment evaluation for both of the segments categories; the standard and the deviant. This table shows all the 273 standard segments and the 70 deviant ones. It indicates whether the segment is true or false; each segment has been classified as true if it has less than 30 bad channels, and it has been classified as false if it has more than 30 bad channels. Applying the data analysis on all the false and true segments shows that the minimum mean value for the true segment is 0.042168, while the maximum value is 58.60739. On the other hand the false segment has a 0.085225 and 88.86536 minimum and maximum mean value respectively. Figure 9 shows a comparison between true and false segments based on their extracted mean. The minimum standard deviation value for the true segment is 8.620861, while the maximum value is 47.56974, for the false segment the values are 5.813392, 36.84607 respectively. The minimum skewness value for the true segment is 0.007176, while the maximum value is 0.80172, for the false segment the values are 0.00745, 1.879613 respectively. Figure  10 shows a comparison between the true and false segments based on their extracted skewness. The true segment shows a good symmetricity, as the skewness is the measurement of the symmetricity of the data. The minimum kurtosis value for the true segment is 1.437178, while the maximum value is 4.411945, on the other side the values for the false segment are 1.690963, 5.751637 respectively. It is clear that the kurtosis of the false segment is higher than the one of the true one. Finally, the minimum energy value for the true segment is 50214.88, while the maximum value is 2872075; on the other hand, the false segment has a 32682.26, 5085250 minimum and maximum energy value respectively. The true segment has a low energy value than the false one. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This piece of research has proposed an approach to extract some features from infant EEG signals and evaluate the effect of the bad or good EEG channels on different EEG segments based on these features. The experiment results indicate that these features may help in evaluating the proposed approach in an objective manner. The utilization of these features has the ability to distinguish between the true and the false segments that is an important step to have a full and accurate analysis for the infant EEG data. The achieved work will provide an insight about the employment of the most suitable features to represent the EEG data. The standard and deviants segments have been analyzed and compared based on the extracted features to figure out the relation between these segments. This relation will help building a full analysis system that has the ability to predict whether the infants can detect a change in a stream of sounds when frequently presented standard changes to deviant. The acquired infant EEG data will be employed to build an objectively evaluated framework that has the ability to provide an automated understanding of the infants' behavior, underpin the infant specialists in analyzing the infant attentions for stimuli within different environments.
The importance of this research comes from the fact that the field of brain computer interference has grown rapidly with the purpose of reading a human's mind, and having an automated understanding of human reactions and responses to the surrounding environment. This research has deployed EEG data, as this data provide an insight into human behavior and attention on one hand. On the other hand, there is a huge need in many fields such as psychology and medical fields, for the automated approach that helps the psychologist/medical consultant in dealing with massive amount of data in a reasonable time.
The future work will involve the investigation of the EEG power based on artificial intelligence in relation to the infant attention. We will be looking at the EEG functional connectivity, and frontal asymmetry in power and coherence. These can form the main components of an intelligent fully automated EEG data framework, which objectively evaluates the infants' data and has the ability to provide a better understanding of their behavior and attention within different environments. 
